Rapid Whole Genome Sequencing (rWGS) on a Novel Digital Microfluidic System:
“On Demand” Personal Automation for Diagnosis of Critically Ill Infants.
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Introduction

Table 1. Library yield and FC RTA QC metrics

Genetic disorders and congenital anomalies are a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in infants, affecting ~2%
of live births in the United States. There is strong evidence that rapid, clinical Whole Genome Sequencing (rWGS)
at presentation of critically ill infants enables precision medicine interventions for many of these genetic diseases
that improves outcomes and reduces cost of care. There is now a need to scale rWGS for national adoption.
However, manual rWGS library preparation is laborious, lengthy, and cannot be delayed for sample batching. rWGS
could benefit from a system that consistently generates high quality DNA libraries with minimal manual effort. Here,
we report a novel solution: digital microfluidic (DMF)-based system, Miro Canvas. Miro Canvas utilizes
electromechanical forces to move, merge, mix and dispense microliter-volume fluids across a surface of patterned
electrodes in an automated fashion. Inter-sample contamination is prevented by constructing libraries within a
single-use, electronics-free cartridge.
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Table 2. Secondary QC metrics

Figure 2. Library Insert Size
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Method
Miro Canvas was used to generate PCR-free WGS libraries (Figure 1). Two library preparation protocols were
tested. Retrospectively, 10 samples including Coriell and Rady patient samples with known variants identified by a
validated PCR-free WGS workflow were included for the feasibility experiments (research consent acquired).
Libraries then were sequenced using the Illumina Novaseq 6000. Quality metrics (QC) of the library yield, real time
analysis (RTA) of the Flow Cell (FC), secondary analysis, variant call and variant annotation were evaluated to
assess the system’s performance. In addition, hands-on time and turn around time (TAT) of the actual library
running time on the system was also observed.

Figure 1. Miro Canvas system
Table 3. Analytic QC metrics of a Coriell sample
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Results
The two protocols automated on Miro Canvas yielded an average of 12.33 nM and 8.9 nM libraries (Table 1).
Library insert size met our internal passing criteria (Figure 2). Higher than 90% Q30 and lower than 0.3% error rate
of a FC were achieved (Table 1). 100% OMIM (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man) genes with ≥10x coverage
was higher than 95% (Table 2). Known variants detected previously was recaptured in five samples (100%).
Analytic QC metrics in a Coriell sample showed that sensitivity, specificity and PPV for SNP and Indel calls were
higher than 99% (Table 3). Hands-on time for setting up and loading on the Canvas was 40 minutes, and library
prep TAT were 2 hours (Illumina) or 3.5 hours (Miro PCR-free WGS).

Conclusions
Our preliminary results showed that Miro Canvas delivered high quality libraries for rWGS using the Illumina Novaseq
6000. Sequencing and variant call including structure variants met our internal passing criteria. Minimal hands-on time
and shorter TAT of a run with the system will provide an alternative for us to perform an ultra rapid WGS for critically ill
children when batching or staffing is not a viable option in a clinical setting.

